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a global affair

With the support of NGC, FILMCO was able to further build on 
the WatchAMovieOnUs brand by presenting the WAMOU carnival 
edition through the trinidad+tobago film festival. Our team 
curated a series of Carnival-centric films, based loosely around 
the chronology of Trinidad and Tobago’s annual celebrations. 
Films which explored or featured stick-fighting, blue devil mas, 
calypso, soca and pan, as well as pretty mas were included in 
the series.

This iteration of WAMOU was a global affair, with all the films 
available to anyone, anywhere in the world. From 07 feb – 14 feb 
2021, ttff streamed ten trinidad+tobago film festival favourites 
for FREE, via https://ttfilmfestival.com. Films were made 
available to viewers around the world for 24 hours each 
(midnight to midnight). 

In all, there were close to 10,000 views of the films, with reach on 
social media at 282,000 people.
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full schedule of films

07.02.2021, No Bois Man No Fraid, directed by Christopher Laird

08.02.2021, Mystic Fighters, directed by Sophie Meyer

09.02.2021, Jab! The Blue Devils of Paramin, directed by 

Alex DeVerteuil

10.02.2021, Play the Devil, directed by Maria Govan + panel 

discussion, “Documenting Carnival”, moderated by Ray Funk

11.02.2021, Bazodee, directed by Todd Kessler

12.02.2021, After Mas, directed by Karen Martinez, Dying Swan 

and Paradise Lost, directed by Christopher Laird

13.02.2021, Soca Power, directed by Claude Santiago

14.02.21, Pan! Our Music Odyssey, directed by Jérôme Guiot
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WAMOU on social media

#WatchAMovieOnUs carnival edition had an enthusiastic and 
engaged following on social media. Viewers were eager and 
appreciative of the films selected and loved that they were 
streaming to the world. Viewers reached out to us from Trinidad & 
Tobago, Canada, UK, USA, South Africa, Ireland, Morocco, 
Guadeloupe, Jamaica and Barbados. 
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2000
shares

128 
branded
posts

the share factor

The series generated over 2000 shares from embassies, 
libraries, the Ministry of Tourism and the general public. In all, we 
created 128 WAMOU/ NGC branded posts, which were shared to 
the ttff Facebook, Instagram and Twitter pages. 
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audience feedback

Compared to last year’s series, #WatchAMovieOnUs carnival 
edition generated greater reach on social media, with 
engagement figures exceeding the second series in May-July, 
and very close to the first series at the start of lockdown last 
March/April.

“Really enjoying the coverage.. this is definitely making up for me not being back 
home. Thank you                            ”

“Absolutely loved it!!! It made such a difference in lockdown here in London!!! 
Wonderful films, perfect stream - pure enjoyment. Thank you so much it was 
very much appreciated!!!!”

“Thank you TTFF. I truly enjoyed this. I also made it required viewing for my 
postgraduate class on Dynamics of Caribbean Culture.”
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audience feedback

“Yaay! Thanks for opening the digital borders          ”

“I'll be watching from Southern Africa!”

[Local Film Buzz] Free Flims for all for de Carnivahl. 

“I'll be watching, much love from Morocco        ”    
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audience feedback

“Thank you so much for a wonderful selection... really enjoyed my evenings 
chillin’ out to these. #Trinihaverealtalent          ”

“Thank you thank you thank you from Montreal, Quebec”

“Thank you TTFF and NGC for making these films available                         ”
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crunching the numbers

See below the summary of social media activity 
leading up to and during WAMOU carnival edition. 
[Final data compiled 15-17.02.21] 

FACEBOOK      INSTAGRAM       TWITTER             TOTALS

52

200,185

12,790

1,086

32

38,067

4,684

742

44

4,382

1,642

231

128

282,073

19,116

2,059

POSTS

REACH

SHARES

*REACH: Total number of individual accounts that viewed posts
**ENGAGEMENT: (Likes, Comments, Shares, Saves) 
  The number of times viewers interacted with posts on FB, IG and TW.

ENGAGEMENT
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series comparisons

SM POSTS      REACH ENGAGEMENT    SHARES

128

133

126

282,073

156,085

246,781

19,116

11,390

23,234

2,059

1,353

1,601

WAMOU CE

WAMOU 2

WAMOU 1
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WAMOU on the ttff website

WatchAMovieOnUs carnival edition was hosted on the FILMCO 
Vimeo account (which is where the actual views of the films 
themselves were logged), and embedded on the ttff website, 
ttfilmfestival.com. In this section of the report, we deal with 
activity on the ttff website, which would have revolved primarily 
around two web pages: the WAMOU carnival edition 
announcement post, and the film embed page (which has now 
been taken down); with additional activity on the WAMOU films 
description pages.

SESSIONS PAGEVIEWS USERS

16,791 
sessions

12,536 
sessions

2,353 
sessions

1,900 
sessions

33,876 
pageviews

23,054 
pageviews

6,678 
pageviews

4,142 
pageviews

10,199 
users

8,116 
users

1,208 
users

1,182 
users

ALL 
TRAFFIC

DIRECT
TRAFFIC

SEARCH 
TRAFFIC

REFERRAL 
TRAFFIC



summary of user country of origin

Cuba

Cayman Islands

Jamaica

Bahamas

Turks &
Caicos Islands

Haiti Dominican Republic

Puerto
Rico

Virgin
Islands (US)

Virgin
Islands (GB)

Trinidad & Tobago

Barbados

Grenada

St. Vincent &
the Grenadines

Montserrat

St. Lucia

Martinique

Dominica

Guadeloupe

 Antigua and Barbuda

Anguilla
Saint Barthélemy

St. Kitts
& Nevis

St.Martin

Aruba Curaçao Bonaire

George Town

Trinidad 
&Tobago
3,907

Jamaica
189

Barbados
134

Guyana
44

Grenada
40

Saint Lucia
39

Haiti
25

Belize
37 Saint Vincent 

& Grenadines
22

Antigua
& Barbuda
43
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summary of user all other  Countries

Canada
1,222

United 
Kingdom
1,119

Germany
133

France
77

Netherlands
63

United 
States
2,604
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WAMOU on Vimeo

Definitions

Plays/ Views: The number of sessions in which a person has hit 
the play button on a video. Note, the actual number of plays views 
is likely much higher!  It’s impossible to determine how many 
people are watching the film on a unique user’s device. In other 
words, a family of five could watch a film on one computer, but 
this would only count as one unique user and one view.

Loads/ Impressions: The number of times the player is loaded 
with this video.

Unique Viewers: The number of people who have watched a 
video on a particular day. Note, the actual number of plays views 
is likely much higher!  It’s impossible to determine how many 
people are watching the film on a unique user’s device. In other 
words, a family of five could watch a film on one computer, but 
this would only count as one unique user and one view.
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1174 3290 541

759 2123 361

826 2260 381

918 2296 397

2549 6048 1142

1167 3394 507

869 2263 385

1120 3032 470

No Bois Man 
No Fraid

Mystic 
Fighters

Jab! The Blue 
Devils of Paramin

Play the 
Devil

Bazodee

Soca Power in
Tinidad & Tobago

Pan Our Music
Oddyssey

After Mas/ 
Dying Swan/ 
Paradise Lost

Plays/ 
Views             

Loads/ 
Impressions             

Unique 
Viewers      
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in conclusion

Based on the findings included in this report, we are 
confident that the WatchAMovieOnUs carnival edition was 
both well attended and well-received. Attendance at the 
online screening events eclipses and surpasses (by far) 
attendance at previous in-person Carnival film series events, 
with sponsor-branded posts numbering in excess of 120. 
Moving forward, we would recommend continuing with the 
online format for future editions of the Carnival film series 
and doing so with one exclusive sponsor to maximise brand 
visibility and awareness.

#ttff21 #WatchAMovieOnUs #ttfilmfestival
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